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With their second album, The Nligratjon, Portnoy-approved Houstonians Scale The Summit have
turned their brand of kinetic instrumentalprog metalall the way up to 11, Words: AIex Lynham ffi

ffiffiI t's a familiar storv: an ambitious young

I Urna self-release a record as complete

I ,rk.o*.,r. and gradually thingsiall into
! place with a combination of stubborn belief.

I hard work. and perhaps most oI all. good

I 1uck. The rest you may not know however.
and for Houston progressive upstarts Scale the
Summit, the last few years have been an

incredible ride. Boasting a true virtuoso on
lead guitar in the form of frontman Chris
Letchford, the band create thrilling expansive
technical prog that's left them nigh impossible
to pigeonhole and possessed of an enviably
eclectic fanbase.

On their earlier records,
sprawling compositions written
with the aid of eight-string guitars
found them aligned with the
nascent djent scene, as well as

earning them admirers among true
luminaries of progressive rock. So

it was that wjth only one album
under their belt they found
themselves opening for Dream
Theater at the personal request of
Mike Portnoy. Since then it's been onward
and upward, with a continual drive for self-
improvement as players, composers and as

a live band at the core of what thev do.

"'I want to go see them live to see if they're
human!"' laughs Chris, explaining why fans
were initialiy drawn to their brand of kinetic
instrumelrtal prog metal. 'iThey're looking for
mistakes," he eontinues, adding that for every
fluff he makes on stage he punishes himself
severely, saying matter-of:factly why his
standards are so higfu "I used to do four-to-six
hours a day of constant drilling now... Im
doing less technical'abiiity' stuff because I've
reached the point where ! know that whatever
I need to achieve on the guitar I can just put on
a metronome and drill up to that level."
While it may seem incredible - and perhaps
adversarial to think in this way, Chris is
adamant that these fans exist. ;Absolutelyl I
used to be that kind of guy - I d hear it on the
record and say.'I want to see this performed
Iive'." These are their people; though they have

a broad appeal, their core fanbase are

"progressive metal nerds" - just like the band
themselves. Predictably, their roots lie

squarely in progressive rock: "Growing up, al1

I heard was Yes albums. You would think that
b.iz now, I'm 28, I wouldn't really dig the stuff
I've listened to as long as I can remember, but
that's one band I still absolutely love." Chris is
also a fan of more mainstream bands, singling
out the melodic chops of Passion Pit, "people
always say'that's easy', or'that's simple', and
I say, 'weil try and write it thenl"'

Formed when he and guitarist Travis
Levrier moved to Los Angeles, the band's style
coalesced quickly; "once we finished our first
song evei - Rode InOn Horseback from

idols and one of the best progressive bands
of ali time. It was an honour, we received
standing ovations on nearly every single
night of the tour as the opener, being totally
unknown, being totally instrumental... our
career really blossomed from there."

Where previous album ?he Collective was
a disparate collection of pieces, The Migration
is a more cohesive set of tracks, with greater

control of dynamics at its core. Chris bemoans
that "starting out we didn't think about that
aspect, we were just like 'technical, technical,
technical'," one day realising as they grew as

"The people whc ocr-ne tc
see us live wcnt to see if we're

ootuolly hur-non I They're
lccking for r-nistckes "

CHRIS LETCHFORD

composers that "this is what's
always been missing from our music
*.dynamics." Thus on The Migration
therels less of a reliance on
introduiing extra layers or guitars;
instead, a subtle use ofregisters and
variances in pitch is employed to
flesh out the textures of their vivid
paintings. Both uplifting and
aggressive, its Sreatest achievement
is "being able to feel and hear the
energy on the recording", the organii

energy that comes from capturing the perfect
snapshot of a band at a moment in time. "I'm
just excitedbecause this is the fiist.record that
I'm actually satisfied with out of all three qf
our others... I'll be interested to see what ' :' 

i,r:::,

people think as it's different to what we've ' ii

done in the past," says Chris, praisipg the
production work of Jamie King;l{'he alone was
the person who understood what we meant by
'organic' and'natural"'.

So whatrs the outlook for Scale The Summit?
Chris pauses to reflect before replying.

,.i'Sorrie bands have one or two records; we're
about to release a fourth with no sight of us
disbanding or moving on. I'm like 'man. I've
got to leave behind something before I die.'

"Touring can be rough, but when I get home
Ithink back about certain shows and the kids
going nuts or coming up to me and saying
'I was having the worst day, then I put on your
record and it cheered me right up', it's so

rewarding, seeing that our music changes
peoples'1ives, hopefully for the better."

The Migration is available June tt via Prosthetic-

See www.sco/ethesummit.com for details.

Monument - we just decided it sounded full
and complete, we never even attempted see

what it would be like withvocals," recounts :.

Chris, "there were instrumental albums from
the other virtuoso guitar players like Vai and
Satriani, but no full bands. lt kind of took
a while to get people to believe thatw€,could
market this kind of music and get people to
come to shows. It took a lot of hard wor.k and
persistence." Chris explains at the'peak of 

:'

MySpace they were able to 'teach out to .as . .

rnany people as we wanted to dgdicate the
time to", a key factor in gettingthet nalne oW
in the early days and generatingbuzz around
their self-ieiease of first LP fl&inument.

Thislegacyofhardworkextendsto. . 
:

a rigorous tour schedule - for The Migration
they plan on visiting Europe for the first time,
then twice more on this touring cycle. Chris
seems unfazed. "I think we've got zo lshowsl
in a row with no days off," he says of the
album tour theyire about to embark on - but
then, when your first tour was with Dream
Theater, it must be hard to get worried
afterwards, "mymindwas blown. It was our
first proper six-week:toul.with one of our
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